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Abstract—Modern component-based distributed software systems are increasingly required to offer non-stop service and thus their updates must be carried out at runtime. Different authors have already proposed solutions for the safe management of dynamic updates. Our contribution aims at improving their efficiency without compromising safety. We propose a new criterion, called version consistency, which defines when a dynamic update can be safely and efficiently applied to the components that execute distributed transactions. Version consistency ensures that distributed transactions be served as if they were operated on a single coherent version of the system despite possible concurrent updates. The paper presents a distributed algorithm for checking version consistency efficiently, formalizes the proposed approach by means of a graph transformation system, and verifies its correctness through model checking. The paper also presents ConUp, a novel prototype framework that supports the approach and offers a viable, concrete solution for the use of version consistency. Both the approach and ConUp are evaluated on a significant third-party application. Obtained results witness the benefits of the proposed solution with respect to both timeliness and disruption.
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1 INTRODUCTION

M ANY modern software systems are increasingly required to offer continuous, non-stop services. For example, large information systems in the medical domain, financial transaction processing applications, and critical systems that control flights and trains must be continuously available and cannot be shut down. Traditional software maintenance supports software evolution by providing updates that are applied off-line. That is, the system is shut down, updated, and restarted. This solution, however, is not applicable when the system must always be on. Dynamic updates, that is, changes that are applied while the system is in operation, become mandatory.

Compared to off-line maintenance, safe dynamic updates are more difficult: in addition to the correctness of the new version, they must also preserve the correct completion of all on-going activities. At the same time, dynamic updates must be efficient. The interruption of (part of) the system service (usually called disruption) must be minimal as well as the delay with which the system is updated (called timeliness).

This paper addresses the timeliness and disruption of dynamic changes in Component-Based Distributed Systems (CBDSs), which have already been widely studied in the past [1], [2], [3]. Kramer and Magee [1] proposed a seminal solution where components can only be updated when they reach a quiescent status. To ensure the consistency of an update, this approach preventively blocks all computations that may traverse the components affected by the reconfiguration. This is achieved by analyzing the static dependencies between the components of the distributed architecture. The approach is conservative and may bring more disruption than necessary. Since static dependencies pessimistically include all the potential interactions between components, disruption might be mitigated by considering dynamic dependencies. These are temporal relationships between components caused by on-going computations, and they only indicate the current constraints on the reconfigurability of the system. At runtime, this information helps identify a less conservative condition that reduces the degree of disruption and improves the timeliness of the update.

In [4] we proposed version consistency as a criterion for the safe and efficient dynamic updates of the components of transactional CBDSs. We introduced a condition that only checks the dynamic dependencies on the components-to-update to ensure their correctness. Other approaches, like the one based on tranquility [3], and those presented in [5] and [6], use dynamic dependencies to only ensure the consistency of transactions and of their direct sub-transactions, which may lead to unsafe updates. In contrast, our criterion exploits dynamic dependencies to ensure the consistency of transactions, along with their direct and indirect sub-transactions.

Version consistency can be used to update existing components at runtime. As the other approaches, it assumes that the old and new versions of components be correct and that updates be atomic and instantaneous (no delays and interleaving are taken into account) to avoid considering the possible internal states of components during the
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update. The safety of all these approaches relies on the basic design principles of isolation and consistency [7], that is, the executions of the different distributed transactions do not interfere with one another.

As the other approaches, version consistency also assumes that the system architecture does not change, that is, static dependencies are given, while new versions of components can change their behavior, and thus dynamic dependencies can vary while the system executes. The paper only considers that single components be changed, but the extension to multiple components is trivial: atomic updates can deal with sets of components-to-update seen as single “virtual” components.

Since version consistency exploits dynamic dependencies, it requires information about the execution logic of components to achieve better efficiency. Our prototypical framework shows how this information can be retrieved automatically, without posing additional burden on the software engineer.

In summary, version consistency ensures the same guarantees as the quiescence-based solution [1], but with less disruption and more timeliness. In contrast, it extends the guarantees provided by the tranquility-based solution [3] to the case of multi-party distributed transactions. If the system does not comprise this kind of transactions, the tranquility-based solution provides enough guarantees and, being narrower in scope, is lighter than version consistency.

This paper\(^1\) extends our previous work in the following directions:

- We polish the proposed approach and formalize it by means of a graph transformation (GT) system [8];
- We use GROOVE [9] as graph transformation modeling and verification tool to prove the correctness of our approach and to implement Version Consistency Checker (VCC), a viable solution for reasoning on dynamic updates;
- We present CONUp, a novel implementation of the approach based on Service Component Architecture (SCA), [10];
- We evaluate the approach and CONUp on a significant, third-party example application to show the benefits in terms of disruption and timeliness with respect to the quiescence-based solution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a running example used to illustrate our proposal and to highlight the limitations of the two reference approaches in the field. Section 3 describes our model of CBDS and the challenges posed by dynamic updates. Section 4 presents version consistency and the management framework. Section 5 proposes the algorithm for the distributed management of dynamic dependencies. Section 6 describes how we used a graph transformation system to model the algorithm and verify its correctness through model checking. Section 7 introduces CONUp, our prototypical framework for managing the dynamic updates (version consistency) of SCA-based systems. Section 8 summarizes the assessment we conducted. Section 9 surveys related approaches and Section 10 concludes the paper.

## 2 Running Example

Let us consider a simple web system whose components and interconnections are shown as graph nodes and edges in Fig. 1. A portal component (Portal) interacts with an authentication component (Auth) and a business processing component (Proc), while Proc interacts with both Auth and a database component (DB).

Fig. 2 shows a detailed usage scenario to exemplify the dynamic dependencies required by our approach. The complete, explicit elicitation of the distributed transactions that may be run on the system is not required by our approach. The sequence diagram is provided here only to focus on a concrete intuitive case. Transactions are described by rectangles \(T_0\) \(\cdots\) \(T_i\): Portal first gets an authentication token from Auth and then uses it to require the service from Proc. Proc verifies the token through Auth and then starts computing and interacting with DB.

Let us now suppose that Auth be updated to exploit a stronger encryption algorithm. Although the new algorithm is incompatible with the old one, the other components remain unaware of it because all encryption/decryption operations are done within Auth. The problem is that if we update Auth at runtime, we must ensure that all running transactions execute correctly before, during, and after the update. If the update happens at any time, it is impossible to ensure correctness automatically [11].

An obvious restriction on when the update can happen is to impose that the component targeted for update be idle, that is, the component is not busy executing transactions. However, being idle is often insufficient for a component to be safely updated. For example, considering the scenario of Fig. 2, an update of Auth at time C, i.e., when the component

---

\(^1\) The original technical report, the graph transformation rules we defined, CONUp, VCC, and more data about the evaluations we carried out are available here: https://github.com/brickinwall/conup
is idle, would be unsafe since the security token would be created with an algorithm and validated by another.

The *quiescence*-based approach proposed by Kramer and Magee [1] states a sufficient condition for a node to be safely manipulated in dynamic reconfigurations. A node cannot be quiescent before the completion of all the transactions initiated by dependent nodes. This means that the actual update could be deferred significantly. In our example, *Auth* cannot be quiescent before the end of the transactions hosted on *Portal* and *Proc* ($T_0$ and $T_2$). Moreover, the progress of all the other nodes that could potentially initiate transactions, which require service from *Auth*, directly or indirectly, has to be blocked till the end of the update. Again, in our example *Portal* and *Proc* cannot proceed before changing *Auth*. This means that the adoption of this approach could introduce significant disruption in the service provided by the system.

To reduce disruption, Vandewoude et al. [3] proposed the concept of *tranquillity*, as alternative to quiescence. The idea is that there is no need to wait that a transaction completes its execution if it will not require the service provided by the component-to-update anymore, even if the component was involved in the transaction. It is also permitted to update a node even if some on-going transactions will require the service provided by the node in the future, but they have not interacted with it yet. While claimed to be “a sufficient condition for application consistency during a dynamic reconfiguration” [3], the notion of tranquillity is based on a rather strong assumption. In fact, a distributed transaction can only contain a root transaction and the sub-transactions directly initiated by the root transaction. A sub-sub-transaction (i.e., a sub-transaction initiated by another sub-transaction) must be independent of the root transaction, and can thus use any version of a component. In [3] the authors argue that this assumption is correct for systems made of reusable components that follow the black-box principle. However, as witnessed by our running example, and later also by the example application used in Section 8, this assumption does not hold in many practical scenarios. In addition, it can be difficult for a software engineer to decide whether this assumption holds or not. Incautious applications of the approach to the scenario of Fig. 2 would permit unsafe updates. In fact, after *Auth* returns the token to *Portal*, it does not participate in the session initiated by *Portal* anymore. In addition, before the request for verification is sent, *Auth* has not participated in the session initiated by *Proc* yet, and thus *Auth* is tranquil at time $C$. However, if *Auth* were updated at this time, the verification would fail because the token was issued by the old version of *Auth*—with a different encryption algorithm. This failure would not happen if the system entirely complied with either the old or the new system configuration.

To conclude, we can say that the quiescence-based approach provides a general and safe solution, but it can be highly disruptive. The tranquillity-based approach is less disruptive, but its assumption is too restrictive to be applicable to a wide set of systems (e.g., our example). Our goal is to get the best of the two proposals and add efficiency and timeliness to safety.

### 3 Problem Setting

This section presents the definitions required to introduce version consistency. We first describe both the architectural and computational models of a component-based distributed system. We then define when a dynamic update is correct and prove that, for an arbitrary update, we cannot derive a necessary and sufficient condition that ensures its correctness.

#### 3.1 Preliminary Definitions

The static configuration of a component-based distributed system is defined as follows:

**Definition 1 (Static Configuration).** A static configuration of a component-based distributed system is a directed graph whose nodes represent versioned components. A directed edge from a given node $c_1$ to another node $c_2$ is called static edge and represents a static dependency, that is, the possibility for $c_1$ to require a service provided by $c_2$.

Besides the static configuration, our approach requires information about the dynamic interactions between components. To this end, a *transaction* is a sequence of actions that accomplishes a given task and completes in bounded time. Actions include local computations and message exchanges.

Our notion of transaction is weaker than Atomic, Consistent, Isolated, and Durable (ACID) transactions of database systems [7]. Since this paper focuses on the consistency of dynamic updates, we only assume that all local transactions are consistent and isolated. This assumption generally applies to existing component-based frameworks such as the ones based on Enterprise Java Beans [12] and Web Services [13].

A transaction $T_x$, executed on component $hx$, can be initiated by an external client or by another transaction $T'$. $T$ is called a root transaction in the former case and a sub-transaction (of $T'$) in the latter case. A root transaction has a unique, system-wide identifier. For each transaction $T_x$, $hx$ must know $root(T)$, which is the identifier of the root transaction of $T$. For example, $T_0$ is a sub-transaction of $T_2$ in the sequence diagram of Fig. 2. The term $sub(T_x,T')$ denotes that $T'$ is a direct sub-transaction of $T$. A transaction can be a direct sub-transaction of at most one transaction, and by definition a root transaction is not a sub-transaction of any other transaction. All the messages exchanged between a transaction $T$ and its sub-transaction $T'$ are temporally scoped between the two corresponding messages that initiate $T'$ and notify its completion. We also assume that transactions are always notified of the completion of their sub-transactions and that a transaction cannot end before the termination of its sub-transactions.

The set $ext(T) = \{ x | x = T \vee sub^+(T,x) \}$ is the extended transaction set of $T$, which contains $T$ and all its direct and indirect sub-transactions. The extended transaction set of a root transaction models the concept of distributed transaction that can span over multiple components. For example, if we consider the root transaction $T_0$ on *Portal*, its extended transaction set is $ext(T_0) = \{ T_0, T_1, T_2, T_3, T_4 \}$, where $T_1$ on
3.2 Correct Dynamic Updates

The dynamic update of a single component can be defined as follows:

**Definition 2 (Dynamic Update).** A dynamic update of a component \( c \) can only occur when \( c \) is idle. The update is specified as a tuple \((\Sigma, c, c', T, s)\) where \( \Sigma \) is the original system configuration, \( c \) is a component of \( \Sigma \) to be replaced with a new version \( c' \), \( s \) is the current state of component \( c \) and \( T \) is a state transfer function. \( T(s) \) yields the initial state of \( c' \) after replacement.

Note that the definition takes into account the general case in which components have an internal state. Should components be purely functional, no state transformation function would be needed.

As already stated at the beginning of the paper, since we assume that for a given dynamic update \((\Sigma, c, c', T, s)\), the corresponding off-line update \((\Sigma, c, c')\) be correct, the transactions running on \( \Sigma \) satisfy the old system specification \( S \) and the transactions on \( \Sigma' = \Sigma[c'/c] \) satisfy the new specification \( S' \). Given the distributed nature of these transactions we can only adopt a weak definition of correctness of dynamic updates, which is defined as follows:

**Definition 3 (Correct Dynamic Update).** A dynamic update \((\Sigma, c, c', T, s)\) is correct iff:

- The transactions that end before the update satisfy \( S \);
- The transactions that begin after the update satisfy \( S' \);
- The transactions that begin before the update, and end after it, satisfy either \( S \) or \( S' \).

Note that the first bullet is implied by the correctness of the corresponding off-line update, while the other two bullets add the runtime dimension. This definition of correctness also applies to the quiescence-based approach; the idea is to propose a more efficient way to enforce it, not a new definition of correctness.

In general, we cannot have an automatically checkable condition that is sufficient and necessary for the correctness of a dynamic update that occurs at any time [11]. This is true even if the corresponding off-line update is guaranteed to be correct and the dynamic update only happens when the component is idle.

**Proposition 1.** Given an arbitrary dynamic update \((\Sigma, c, c', T, s)\), such that the corresponding off-line update \((\Sigma, c, c')\) is correct and component \( c \) is idle in state \( s \), the correctness of the dynamic update is undecidable.

**Proof.** Let us assume a system that consists of two components \( A \) and \( B \). \( A \) provides a function \( f \) whose implementation uses a function \( g \) provided by \( B \). The specification of the system is that \( A.f() \) returns 0.

Component A:
```cpp
int f() { return B.g(B.g(2)); }$
```
Component B:
```cpp
int g(int x) { return 0; }$
```

Now component \( B \) is about to be dynamically updated with \( B' \) that provides \( g' \). The new system specification is the same as the old one. Let us suppose there is an algorithm \( D \) that can decide, for an arbitrary \( g' \) that ensures that the off-line update be correct, whether the dynamic update that happens when \( B \) is idle is correct or not. Then we could use \( D \) to decide whether an arbitrary program \( h() \) will eventually halt as follows. Let us construct \( g' \) as

```cpp
int g'(int x) {
    switch (x) {
        case 2: return 1;
        case 1: return 0;
        default: { h(), return 0 };$
    }
}
```

Note that \( g' \) ensures the correctness of the off-line update because \( B'.g'(B'.g(2)) \) returns 0. Let us consider that the update happens after \( A.f \) calls \( B.g \) for the first time but before the second time. In that moment, \( B \) is idle if the transaction were the only one in the system. In this situation \( D \) must be able to decide whether \( B'.g'(B.g(2)) \) returns 0. Since \( B.g(2) \) returns 0, the result of \( D(g') \) is the same as whether \( h() \) will eventually halt. Because whether an arbitrary program will eventually halt is undecidable, such an algorithm \( D \) cannot exist. The correctness of dynamic updates is then generally undecidable because at least it is undecidable in this special case.

4 **Version Consistency**

Since the correctness of arbitrary dynamic updates is undecidable, we can only derive some automatically checkable conditions that are sufficient for the correctness by constraining when the runtime update can be performed. These conditions must be: (a) strong enough to ensure the correctness of dynamic updates, (b) weak enough to allow for efficient and timely changes, and (c) automatically checkable in a distributed setting (without enforcing unnatural centralized solutions).

To this end, the paper proposes the notion of version consistency as a sufficient condition for the correct and efficient dynamic update of CBDS:

**Definition 4 (Version Consistency).** Transaction \( T \) is version consistent with respect to an update \((\Sigma, c, c', T, s)\) iff \( \exists T_1, T_2 \in ext(T) \mid h_{T_1} = c \land h_{T_2} = c' \). A dynamic update \((\Sigma, c, c', T, s)\) is version consistent if \( c \) is idle in \( s \) and all the transactions in the system are version consistent.

Given the correctness of the off-line update and the independence among distributed transactions, this condition is sufficient for the correctness of dynamic updates. This is because any extant transaction with all its (direct and indirect) sub-transactions is entirely executed in the old or in the new configuration. Also note that a transaction that
ends before (starts after) the update cannot have a subtransaction hosted on the new (old) version of a component being updated.

Back to our example, if the update of Auth happens after transaction $T_0$ begins but before it sends a getToken request to Auth (time $A$), all the transactions in $ext(T_0)$ (i.e., all the transactions in Fig. 2) are served in the same way as if the update happened before they all began. If it happens at any time after Auth replies to the verify request issued by Proc (time $D$), all the transactions in $ext(T_0)$ are served in the same way as if the update happened after they all ended. However, if it happens at time $C$, then $h_{T_1} = \text{Auth}$, but $h_{T_3} = \text{Auth}'$. As both $T_1$ and $T_3 \in ext(T_0)$, $T_0$ would not be version-consistent.

4.1 Dynamic Dependencies

Since the definition of version consistency predicates on distributed transactions, it cannot be checked on single components. We need to identify a condition that is checkable locally, that is, on the component(s)-to-update, and yet ensures version consistency.

To define such a condition, we introduce the notion of dynamic dependency, represented by properly labelled edges added to the static configuration of the system. Dynamic edges are added and removed on demand and they are labelled with either $f$ (future) or $p$ (past). A future edge represents the possibility for the source node to initiate a transaction $T$ on the target node; a past edge witnesses the fact that a transaction $T$ initiated by the source node has already been executed on the target node. Future and past edges are also labelled with the identifier of the root transaction of $T$. We use $c_1 \xrightarrow{f/T} c_2 \ (c_1 \xrightarrow{p/T} c_2)$ to denote a future (past) edge, labelled with the identifier of root transaction $T$, from component $c_1$ to component $c_2$.

Definition 5 (Valid Configuration). A static configuration decorated with past/future edges (hereafter, a configuration) is valid if these edges are created and removed at runtime according to the following constraints:

1. (Locality) Any future or past edge between two nodes cannot be created if there does not exist a static edge that connects the same two nodes;
2. (Future-validity) A future edge $c_1 \xrightarrow{f/T} c_2$ must be added before the first sub-transaction $T' \in ext(T)$, where $T' \neq T$, is initiated and it cannot be removed as long as transactions hosted on $c_1$ may initiate further $T'' \in ext(T)$ on $c_2$;
3. (Past-validity) A past edge $c_1 \xrightarrow{p/T} c_2$ must be added at the end of the first transaction $T' \in ext(T)$ on $c_2$, initiated by a transaction hosted on $c_1$ and cannot be removed at least until the end of $T$.

Fig. 3 shows some configurations of the example system. Active components, that is, components that are executing transactions in $ext(T_0)$, are marked with a $\ast$, and numbers mimic the order with which edges are added.

The configuration of Fig. 3a corresponds to time $A$ in Fig. 2: transaction $T_0$ is executing on Portal, which is $\ast$-annotated. The dynamic edges indicate that to serve transactions in $ext(T_0)$, Portal might use Auth and Proc in the future, and also

![Fig. 3. Some configurations of the example system with explicit dynamic dependencies.](image)

Proc might use Auth and DB. Fig. 3b corresponds to time $B$ and says that a transaction in $ext(T_0)$ ($T_1$) is currently running on Auth, but no further transaction in $ext(T_0)$ hosted on Portal will initiate any sub-transaction on Auth anymore because there is no $T_0$-labelled future edge between the two nodes. Fig. 3c, which corresponds to time $C$ in Fig. 2, indicates that Auth might have hosted transactions in $ext(T_0)$ initiated by Portal in the past, and might host further transactions in $ext(T_0)$ initiated by Proc in the future. Fig. 3d corresponds to time $D$ in Fig. 2 and shows that Auth, although it might have hosted transactions in $ext(T_0)$, is not hosting and will not host these transactions anymore.

Note that to keep a configuration valid, and consider alternative execution flows, one can adopt a conservative management of future/past edges between components. For example, if $T_2$ on Proc needs to evaluate the results from DB before deciding whether to ask Auth for verification, one can keep the future edge from Proc to Auth till $T_2$ does not need Auth anymore. In the worst case, it could be kept till the end of $T_2$. This flexibility makes our approach generally applicable in different situations with diverse degrees of accuracy.

4.2 Freeness

Given a valid configuration, we can identify a locally checkable sufficient condition for the version consistency of dynamic updates, called freeness.

Definition 6 (Freeness). Given a configuration $\Sigma$, a component $c$ is said to be free of dependencies with respect to a root transaction $T$ iff $c$ is not hosting any transaction in $ext(T)$ and there does not exist a pair of $T$-labelled future/past edges entering $c$. $c$ is said to be free in $\Sigma$ iff it is free with respect to all the root transactions in the configuration.

In our example, Auth is free with respect to $T_0$ in the configurations of Figs. 3a and 3d, but not in the one of Fig. 3c since there exist two edges $f/T_0$ and $p/T_0$ that enter Auth. Moreover, since Auth is active in Fig. 3b, this trivially falsifies its freeness. Intuitively, for a valid configuration $\Sigma$, the freeness condition for a component $c$—with respect to a root transaction $T$—means that the distributed transaction modeled by $ext(T)$ either has not used $c$ yet (otherwise there
should be a past edge), or it will not use $c$ anymore (otherwise there should be a future edge). This leads to the following proposition.

**Proposition 2.** Given a valid configuration $\Sigma$ of a system, a dynamic update of a component $c$ is version consistent if it happens when $c$ is free in $\Sigma$.

**Proof.** By contradiction, let us assume that $\Sigma$ is valid, $c$ is free, but version consistency does not hold. Because $c$ is free, it must be idle when the update occurs. So there must be a transaction $T$ that is not version consistent, that is, $\exists T_1, T_2 \in \text{ext}(T) \mid h_{T_1} = c \wedge h_{T_2} = c'$.

First, $T$ is not hosted on $c$. Because $T$ begins no later than $T_1$ and $T_1$ begins before the update since $h_{T_1} = c$, $T$ begins before the update. Similarly $T$ ends after the update because of $T_2$. However $c$ is idle when the update happens, hence $h_T \neq c$.

Second, there is a $T$-labelled past edge entering $c$. Considering the sub-transaction chain from $T$ to $T_1$, there must exist $T_i, T_j$ such that $\text{sub}(T_i, T_j) \wedge h_{T_i} \neq c \wedge h_{T_j} = c$. According to the past-validity of $\Sigma$ and the fact that $T_j$ must have already ended when the update happens, such a past edge must exist.

Third, there is a $T$-labelled future edge entering $c$. Without any loss of generality, let $T_2$ be the first transaction in $\text{ext}(T)$ initiated on $c$. Let us consider the sub-transaction chain from $T$ to $T_2$. Although some of the ancestor transactions of $T_2$ may run after the update happens, their behavior is not changed by the update because they are independent of transactions not in $\text{ext}(T)$. Thus at the time of the update, $c$ is expected to host transactions in $\text{ext}(T)$ in the future. According to the future-validity of $\Sigma$, there must be a $T$-labelled future edge entering $c$ that has already been created and has not been removed yet.

So there is a pair of $T$-labelled past/future edges entering $c$. This contradicts the freeness of $c$.

## 5 Dynamic Dependencies

The definition of valid configuration constrains the time intervals during which dynamic edges should exist to keep a configuration valid. One can satisfy all the conditions straightforwardly by creating all the future and past edges at the beginning of a root transaction and by removing them at the end of it. Although version consistency would be ensured, disruption could be excessive.

Our solution proposes a distributed algorithm for efficiently managing dynamic dependencies that: (1) keeps the configuration valid and (2) ensures version consistency with limited disruption. We assume that components be split into two parts: application logic and container. The former must be provided by the implementor, while the latter is added automatically by the underlying middleware infrastructure and is responsible for managing dependencies. Although our solution leverages some information from application logic, containers are transparent to it and keep the separation between application and adaptation logic—as proposed by the other approaches.

Dynamic dependencies are maintained in a distributed way. Each component only has a local view of the configuration that includes itself and its direct neighbors. A component is responsible for the creation and removal of the outgoing dynamic edges, but it is also always notified of the creation and removal of the incoming ones. This is achieved by exchanging management messages that keep the consistency among the views of neighbor components.

The management of dynamic dependencies may slightly delay the execution of the actual transactions, but it guarantees that no transaction will be blocked forever. The underlying message delivery is assumed to be reliable, and the messages between two components are kept in order. Dynamic edges are labelled with the identifiers of the corresponding root transactions to allow for the management of the dynamic edges of a root transaction independently of those of other transactions.

We require that given a transaction $T$, its host component $h_T$ always knows $f(T)$, the set of static edges through which it might initiate sub-transactions on neighbor components in the future, and $p(T)$, the set of static edges through which it has initiated sub-transactions in the past. It is safe to over estimate $f(T)$ and $p(T)$, but better accuracy means better timeliness and less disruption in dynamic updates. This information can be derived from design documents, be obtained by monitoring the execution, or even be automatically extracted from the implementation of application components, as exemplified by our ComUp framework (Section 7). The same is required for deciding the tranquillity of components [3].

If we consider a distributed transaction $\text{ext}(T)$, our algorithm consists of three steps. Setup is carried out after the root transaction $T$ is initiated and before it initiates any sub-transaction. During this phase, $h_T$ creates a future edge for each of its out-going static edges that $T$ might use to initiate sub-transactions according to $f(T)$, notifies the corresponding neighbor components, and waits for their acknowledgments. Only after receiving all these acknowledgments, $T$ is allowed to initiate its sub-transactions.

Whenever a component $c_1$ is notified of the creation of an incoming future edge by $c_2$, it creates new future edges towards its statically-dependent components. Again, it notifies the neighbor components, waits for their acknowledgments, and then acknowledges $c_2$ back. The rationale is that by accepting the creation of a future edge, $c_1$ “promises” $c_2$ to host some $T_{c_1} \in \text{ext}(T)$ in the future, but to make such a promise $c_1$ first needs to get the promises from those components that $T_{c_1}$ might need to use. Loops in the static configuration are handled by avoiding creation and notification of duplicated future edges. This conservative way creates future edges to achieve a valid configuration with respect to $T$ when the set up step finishes. For example, Fig. 3a shows the result of setting up future edges for transaction $T_0$ of Fig. 2.

While in Progress, the transactions in $\text{ext}(T)$ execute, past edges are created to register have-used relationships, and future edges are gradually removed as soon as a component will-not-use another one anymore. To record the have-used information, when a sub-transaction $T'$ originally initiated by $T$ ends, the corresponding past edge is created immediately. This is done by letting $h_T$ first notify $h_{T'}$ the end of $T'$, and by keeping $T'$ alive till $h_{T'}$ is notified of the creation of the edge.

In our example scenario, Portal removes the future edge to Auth after it initiates $T_1$ on Auth as $T_0$ will not initiate
such transactions anymore (Fig. 3b). When $T_1$ ends, Portal immediately creates a past edge to record the fact that it has used Auth (Fig. 3c). Eventually, the system reaches the configuration of Fig. 3d, where Auth is free with respect to $T_0$.

Cleanup is carried out only when $T$ ends. The algorithm recursively removes all remaining past and future edges. This step does not affect the validity of the configuration.

### 5.1 Achieving Freeness

Checking a valid configuration for freeness is straightforward since the condition is local to the component that is to be updated, but freeness can be achieved in different ways.

The first strategy, called *waiting for freeness* (WF), is simply opportunistic. The system just waits for freeness to manifest itself. This strategy has no extra overhead other than setting up and maintaining the valid configuration and checking for the freeness of the component. However, although every transaction completes in finite time, the freeness of a component could never be reached—for example, there could always be transactions running on it.

To improve timeliness, other strategies may be devised. The strategy called *concurrent versions* (CV) lets two versions $c$ and $c'$ of a component co-exist during the update. The use of multiple versions of the same component is not new (e.g., HERCULES [14] and Upstart [15] adopt it), but our proposal adds version consistency as a means to choose which version must serve a request and to decide when a version can be decommissioned. Given a valid configuration, one can choose component $c$ to serve the requests that come from a transaction $T$ only if $c$ has already an incoming past edge labeled with $\text{root}(T)$, or $c$ is currently hosting a transaction $T'$ with $\text{root}(T') = \text{root}(T)$, and let $c'$ serve the others. This means that $c$ cannot have incoming past edges labelled with new root transactions, and it will eventually become free since old transactions will reach a stage where they will not use it anymore. As soon as this component becomes free, it can be safely removed from the system.

However, if multiple versions cannot coexist, e.g., due to limited resources, another strategy called *blocking for freeness* (BF) can be adopted. It requires that some of the requests to component $c$ be temporally blocked to avoid creating past edges labelled with new root transactions. This component will eventually become free when all existing transactions do not use it anymore. More precisely, the initiation of any transaction on component $c$ is blocked unless it belongs to an extended transaction set in which a member transaction has already been hosted on $c$. This comes from the fact that the first $T$-labelled past edge entering $c$ is created the first time a transaction in $\text{ext}(T)$ is being initiated on $c$. As soon as $c$ becomes free, it is substituted by the new version $c'$, and all blocked transactions are resumed.

Back to our example, if Auth receives the request for update before $T_2$ on Portal initiates $T_1$ on Auth, the initiation of $T_1$ is blocked because there is no $T_0$-labelled past edge entering Auth. Note that there can be $T_0$-labelled future edges entering Auth (e.g., see Fig. 3a), but by blocking the initiation of any $T \in \text{ext}(T_0)$ on Auth the freeness of this component will not be hindered by $T_2$ since no $T_0$-labelled past edge needs to be created. However, if the request for update arrived at time $C$, the initiation of $T_3$ by $T_2$ on Proc would be allowed because there is already a $T_0$-labelled past edge entering Auth (created when $T_1$ ended). In this case, Auth must wait for all $T_0$-labelled future edges to be removed, that is, at time $D$, which corresponds to the configuration presented in Fig. 3d.

This last strategy relies on the assumption that the progress of a transaction in an extended transaction set will not be blocked by a transaction in another extended transaction set—otherwise, we may have deadlocks. For example, this happens when two transactions are concurrently hosted on the same component and need to access some shared resources. If one blocked the transaction that holds the lock (to avoid creating new past edges to the component-to-update), the other would be blocked as well (since it does not hold the lock), blocks would never be released, and the system would enter a deadlock.

In the case of dependent distributed transactions, one can rely on existing mechanisms for the avoidance, prevention, or detection of distributed deadlocks. For example, according to the Wait-for Graph used for deadlock detection [16], one can resume the initialization of blocked transactions if their initializers are waited for by some transactions that must proceed to free shared resources. Note that such a mechanism is very likely already provided by the system infrastructure since distributed deadlocks are an important, potential problem in distributed systems. One can also use a more conservative blocking policy, and delay the creation of future (past) edges labelled with new root transactions. This method prevents the initialization of any new root transaction that may use the targeted component, thus introducing more disruption.

Generally, strategy CV is preferred when applicable. Strategies WF and CV do not introduce disruption other than that caused by setting up and maintaining the valid configuration, while strategy BF imposes extra disruption due to its temporal blocking of some transactions. As for timeliness, strategies CV and BF are essentially equivalent. BF should then be used when CV is not applicable, for example because of constraints on deployed components. CV is preferable every time there are no constraints on the number of active components, on their deployment, and on the policies for switching from one version to another.

### 5.2 On-Demand Setup

The above algorithm for managing dynamic dependencies assumes that configurations be always kept up-to-date no matter whether there is any request for update. However, configuration management does not come for free. If updates are rare, a valid configuration can be set up on demand only when a request is planned or expected.

Establishing the validity of the configurations of a root transaction is not difficult, as we can safely create enough future/past edges. However, the creation of these edges must be coordinated with the execution of existing transactions, and the initialization of new ones. These activities must take into account all the transactions that could be affected by the update, but they must also avoid unnecessary constraints (serialization) among unrelated ones.

To this end, each component is associated with one of the following *working modes*: NORMAL, ONDEMAND, or VALID. NORMAL means that the component is not managing dynamic dependencies, VALID means that it is managing
dynamic dependencies, and the validity of the configuration has been established for all the distributed transactions it is involved in, and \textit{ONDEMAND} is an intermediary mode. It imposes that the component: (1) manages the dynamic dependencies for all the new root transactions that are initiated locally, (2) blocks the initiation and termination of locally hosted sub-transactions temporarily, and (3) for each locally-hosted ongoing root transaction \( T \), creates future (past) edges towards the components that might host in the future (might have hosted in the past) transactions in \( ext(T) \) in a way similar to the one described above.

At the beginning, all components operate in mode \textit{NORMAL}. When a component receives a request for set up, it starts the process and waits for its mode to become \textit{VALID} before using the proposed approach for achieving freeness. Upon receiving a request for set up, a component \( c \) switches to mode \textit{ONDEMAND} and sends set up requests to all the components \( c_i \) that statically depend on it. Once \( c \) has finished the set up of dynamic edges for its local root transactions, and has received all the acknowledgements from \( c_i \), it switches to mode \textit{VALID}, resumes all blocked transactions, and the validity of the configuration is established. Then, \( c \) can be updated once its freeness is achieved.

6 Specification and Verification

Our formalization exploits a graph transformation system to model the proposed algorithm for managing dynamic dependencies and to verify its correctness. The graph transformation system is also the basis of Version Consistency Checking, a tool for reasoning on the dynamic update of CBDSs.

We decided to use a graph transformation system because we wanted to specify the different steps of our solution and graph transformations provide a formal, concise, and executable means to specify the creation and evolution of graph-like structures. They have been used in the past to model, among others, software architecture [17], distributed systems [18], and visual languages [19]. The analysis capabilities provided by tools like GROOVE [9] and AGG [20] also allow for the formal verification of significant properties of designed systems. It is true, however, that all these verification tools must cope with the intrinsic exponential growth of the problems at hand [21], and in many cases they can only address partial, or simplified ones. We do not have investigated different verification solutions since our goal was mainly the formalization of the approach, and the (partial) verification of designed systems was almost a side effect.

A graph transformation system can be used to describe the evolution of distributed entities: nodes represent the different elements and graph transformation rules define how pieces (entities) of the whole system can evolve. Different rules can be applicable at the same time non-deterministically and in some cases the application of a rule may preclude the execution of another. There is thus a dichotomy between the centralized nature of a graph and the local nature of the different rules that govern its evolution, thus mimicking the behavior of a distributed system where different parts can evolve independently and in parallel.

In this paper we use GROOVE as modeling and verification tool. A GROOVE graph transformation rule can include the following elements (visually summarized in Fig. 4): (i) a sub-graph (i.e., nodes and edges) that must exist in the target (host) graph, and that remains untouched, to enable the application of the rule (continuous black line); (ii) a sub-graph that must not exist in the host graph to enable the application of the rule (grey vertical lines); (iii) a sub-graph that will be deleted from the host graph by applying the rule (grey dashed line); and (iv) a sub-graph that will be added to the host graph by applying the rule (black dotted line).

The rules presented in the rest of the paper are based on the following node and edge types. As for nodes, types \( C \) and \( T \) correspond to components and transactions, while \( F \) and \( P \) mimic future and past edges. \texttt{FCreated} and \texttt{PCreated} are used to render the cases in which an \( F \) or \( P \) node has already been created, and \texttt{THostedOnNewVersion} and \texttt{THostedOnOldVersion} to identify the version of a component on which a transaction is running. The meaning of edges is the following: \texttt{staticEdge}, in, out, old, and new are self-explanatory. \texttt{hosted} and \texttt{subTx} help understand the component on which a transaction is running and its possible sub-transactions, while \texttt{mayUseInFut} is used to identify the transactions that may use a given component in the future. A \texttt{mayUseInFut} edge from a transaction \( T \) to a component \( c \) models the potential future initiation of sub-transactions on \( c \) by \( T \); its absence indicates that \( T \) will not use \( c \) anymore. In other words, these edges materialize sets \( f(T) \): for each static edge from \( h_T \) to a neighbor component \( c \) in \( f(T) \), there exists a \texttt{mayUseInFut} edge in the graph from \( T \) to \( c \). Since the graph transformation system has no knowledge of the internals of components, it can only abstract them as creations and removals of \texttt{mayUseInFut} edges, whose corresponding rules are trivial and omitted here.

During verification, we create a \texttt{mayUseInFut} edge for each outgoing static edge of the component of interest. This way \( f(T) \) is initialized with all possible static edges. A second rule removes \texttt{mayUseInFut} edges, one by one, and it is applied non-deterministically. This non-determinism is used to mimic any possible dynamic evolution of a transaction that starts using a component and then, given its internal evolution, does not use it anymore.

\textbf{Rule 1} and \textbf{Rule 2} of Fig. 5 allow for the generation of any arbitrary static configuration. \textbf{Rule 1} states that it is always possible to add a new component. \textbf{Rule 2} describes the creation of static edges. A static edge can be created if there exist two distinct components (positive application
condition) and they are not already connected. Needless to say, the configuration of Fig. 1 can be created by applying Rule 1 and Rule 2 four times each.

The notions of transaction, root transaction, and sub-transaction are formalized by Rule 3 and Rule 4 of Fig. 6. Rule 3 creates a root transaction on a given component and assigns it a unique identifier rootID. Rule 4 formalizes the fact that a sub-transaction can be initiated by a transaction \( t \) hosted by component \( c_1 \) onto a component \( c_2 \) if there exists a static edge between \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) and a mayUseInFut edge between \( t \) and \( c_2 \). If the conditions specified by Rule 4 are met, a new transaction (of type \( T \)) is created with the same rootID as the initiating transaction, and a new edge, named subTx, states that the initiated transaction is a sub-transaction of \( T \).

Rule 5 of Fig. 7 describes the creation\(^5\) of a future edge from the component that initiated the root transaction \( c_1 \) to a statically dependent component \( c_2 \). Besides creating an \( f \) edge, it also adds an FCreated node to mark the existence of the edge. This node is added when the \( f \) edge is created, and removed at the end of the distributed transaction. Note that FCreated (and PCreated) nodes are placeholders needed for verifying the algorithm. They are added the first time the \( f/p \) edge between two components is created, and used to know whether the edge has already been created, and maybe removed, or it has never existed.

Whenever a component \( c_1 \) is notified of the creation of an incoming future edge, it creates new future edges towards its statically-dependent components (obtained by repeatedly applying Rule 6).

Rule 7 of Fig. 8 models the creation of a past edge—along with a PCreated node—just after the termination of the first sub-transaction subT initiated by \( c_1 \) on \( c_2 \). Rule 8 models the termination of the other sub-transactions when a past edge with the same rootID between the two nodes already exists. This rule only removes node subT and the associated edges. Rule 9 models the removal of a future edge from \( c_1 \) to \( c_2 \), which occurs when a component \( c_1 \) will not use the other component \( c_2 \) in the context of the same distributed transaction anymore (absence of mayUseInFut edge), and there is no future edge, associated with the same transaction, that enters \( c_1 \).

Note that, even if the rules show different components, they all model a local decision of component \( c_1 \), its currently hosted transaction, and its \( f(T) \) (represented by means of mayUseInFut edges).

After explaining how to render the management of future/past edges, we can define a special-purpose rule (Rule 10 of Fig. 9) that checks for the freeness of a component \( c \) with respect to a transaction \( T \) and updates it through the addition (+) of flag updated. The rule is applicable, and thus the component is free, if the component is not hosting any transaction \( T \) and there is no pair of \( f/p \) edges with the same identifier of root transactions.

The formalization of the clean up step, which we simply omit for brevity, consists of a set of rules that remove the remaining future and past edges after the termination of a root transaction.

The graph transformation rules presented in this section refer to strategy WF. Strategies CV and BF can be reduced to WF by dividing the sub-transactions running on the
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5. Acknowledgements are left implicit for the sake of simplicity.
component-to-update in two groups: those that belong to the extended transaction sets (i.e., distributed transactions) the component has already served or is serving, and those that do not. As for the freeness of a component, the difference between strategy WF and strategies CV and BF is then that in the former case, we consider both sets of sub-transactions, while in the latter we only consider the first one.6

6.1 Correctness of Algorithm
We used the graph transformation rules to verify that the application of the proposed algorithm for managing dynamic dependencies satisfies the constraints of a valid configuration and that it finally guarantees version consistency.

If we go back to the definitions of Section 4.1, locality is imposed by construction. Since there is no rule that adds \( f/p \) edges without a corresponding static edge, and no rule that removes static edges, the property can never be violated. We verified the other properties (future-validity, past-validity, and version consistency) by negation. We used GROOVE to model the graph transformation rules that represent the negation of the properties of interest, and we fed the analyzer with the following CTL formulae: \( AG(\neg\text{ruleViolatedProperty}) \), where \( \text{ruleViolatedProperty} \) is the actual rule that negates the property of interest.

Fig. 10 shows the graph transformation rules that negate future validity. The property is divided in two parts, one
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6. The rules that formalize strategies CV and BF are part of our complete formalization available at https://github.com/brickinwall/conup
describing when a future edge is added and the other
describing when it is removed, respectively. Rule 11 negates the first part of the property and it is applicable if there exists a sub-transaction without any corresponding future edge. The second part of the property is negated by Rule 12 and it can be applied if there exists a component hosting a transaction that may use the destination component in the future without a corresponding future edge, but with the FCreated marker in place. Future validity is verified if both rules are never applicable. Similar rules (omitted here) have been defined to model past validity.

In addition to checking configuration validity, we also analyzed how the dependency management algorithm ensures version consistency. Fig. 11 shows the graph transformation rules used for the verification. Rule 13 and Rule 14 create two auxiliary nodes to identify the version of the component that hosts a given transaction. Flag updated is used to identify the most recent version of the component and is added when a component is updated (see Rule 10). The absence of this flag (i.e., updated) is used to identify the version of a component before the update. Version consistency is violated if transactions that belong to the same distributed transaction are hosted on different versions of the same component. This violation is modeled by Rule 15, which is only applicable if both the old and new versions have hosted at least one of the transactions that belong to a given distributed transaction (identified by rootID).

The verification of the three properties (i.e., future validity, past validity, and version consistency) has been performed by running the model checker provided by GROOVE to exhaustively search for all possible applications of the graph transformation rules for systems with a fixed number of components, static edges, root transactions, and sub-transactions. Searching for all possible static configurations with a given number \( n \) of components is quite complex and the state space (of the model checker) tends to explode even with a small \( n \).

We conducted our experiments on a Mac computer with a 1.7 GHz Intel Core 7 and 8 GB of memory, and we were only able to exhaustively explore static configurations with up to three components and four edges.\(^7\) We then proved the three properties through model checking for the generated configurations.

The results we obtained are shown in Table 1, where each line corresponds to the same system with three nodes and four edges, but with a different number of concurrently executing transactions and sub-transactions. Besides stating the size of the state spaces generated by the model checker (i.e., the memory used by the model checker) and the time needed to conduct the analysis, we also counted the number of states generated by the model checker, that is, the number of different host graphs, and the transitions between them, that is, the number of applied rules. Obtained results say that (i) the algorithm satisfies the properties in the presence of concurrently executing root transactions; (ii) the algorithm satisfies the properties even in the presence of loops in the static configuration. Even though we could not explore large models, due to intrinsic limitations of the verification engine, the small scope hypothesis [22] reinforced our confidence in the correctness of the proposed approach.

We also tried to verify the properties on larger systems in a different, less general, way. We generated 100 random static configurations with 100 components, and 101 edges, each. For each configuration, we then activated one single root transaction with 100 sub-transactions running concurrently and randomly. We also decided that when a component was free, it had to be updated to a newer version. We then let each system evolve, that is, we had a random linear exploration of the (possible) state space, and we verified the three properties. Each exploration represents one possible behavior of the system and one corresponding evolution of the algorithm. We were always able to prove the properties, and each exploration took on average 50 ms and 58 KB of memory. We repeated the exploration 100 times to prove the properties for 100 possible evolutions of the algorithm.

\section{VCC: Version Consistency Checking}

The graph transformation rules and GROOVE have been embedded in Version Consistency Checking,\(^8\) a tool that helps engineers select the approach that is more suitable for their dynamic updates. VCC allows engineers to model the business logic of each component through state machines. Special-purpose graph transformation rules combine these separate models and materialize all the possible behaviors by matching outgoing and incoming method invocations and replies.

\(^7\) Given three nodes, one needs four edges to create at least one loop in the static configuration.

\(^8\) The interested reader can refer to https://github.com/brickinwall/conup for a detailed video presentation of the tool.
VCC then uses another graph transformation rule to automatically check whether the application of the tranquility-based approach violates version consistency, that is, the safe update of the system. If version consistency is violated, the tool provides a counter example that shows when and how the violation occurs.

7 ConUP

ConUP is the prototype framework we developed to implement our approach. It is a component-based framework that allows for the safe, timely, and low-disruptive dynamic updates of components on top of the Service Component Architecture, [10] component model.

SCA is a lightweight component model, where components are specified in terms of the services they offer and the services they require. The resulting model can then easily be mapped onto the static configuration required by our approach. The specification is completely decoupled from the implementation and favors interoperability. Components can be implemented in a wide set of programming languages—such as Java, C++, and PHP—frameworks, and environments—such as BPEL, EJB and Spring. SCA also allows components to communicate through different standards, including SOAP, JMS and RPC. This decoupling eases the porting of existing systems on top of SCA, and thus fosters the dynamic update of legacy systems that were not conceived for run-time maintenance.

ConUP extends SCA with the following capabilities:

- **Transaction management** handles the lifecycle of transactions and helps propagate the identifiers of root transactions and the notifications of creation and completion of sub-transactions.
- **Dependency management** maintains a runtime model of the system, which reifies the dynamic dependencies between components, and helps understand when a component can be safely updated.
- **Component lifecycle management** improves native management with (i) a versioning mechanism that distinguishes among the different versions of a component at runtime, (ii) a finer-grained component lifecycle model (Fig. 12), and (iii) a management interface for managing update requests at runtime.

The lifecycle model of Fig. 12 extends the common lifecycle of SCA components with the states needed for the management of dynamic updates and highlights how the management of dependencies is key for the dynamic update of components. State **On-demand set up** refers to the on-demand set up of dynamic dependencies. Note that the configuration is not valid in this state yet, but it is always valid in state **Managing Dependencies**. State **Achieving Freeness** is actually a composite state whose internals depend on the actual strategy used for achieving freeness.

### 7.1 Design and Implementation of ConUP

ConUP extends Apache Tuscany, a well-known lightweight implementation of the SCA specification, but it is designed to easily be ported onto other component frameworks, like JBoss or Tomcat. Moreover, ConUp supports quiescence, tranquility, and version consistency, as possible approaches for updating components at runtime, and BF, CV, and WF as strategies for achieving freeness (Section 5.1).

Fig. 13 presents the three-layered architecture of ConUp. At the bottom, layer **ConUpCore** implements the actual dynamic dependency management and is responsible for making the component become free of dependencies and thus for enabling its safe update. The modules in this layer are also responsible for the adoption of the different approaches and strategies.

**ConUp Core** cannot accomplish its tasks without the help of the component framework. Layer **Tuscany Container** augments the standard Tuscany runtime with module **Transaction Manager** for the creation, management, and monitoring of local transactions. This module also takes care of sets \( f(T) \) and \( p(T) \) for dependency management. It also adds module **Component Lifecycle Manager**, which supports the lifecycle model of Fig. 12 and is responsible for the deployment of new versions of components and for the undeployment of old ones.

When a component needs to be updated, the user (i.e., the system administrator) initiates the update process by invoking **Component Update Service** with the indication of the new version of the component-to-update.

To improve the reusability of ConUp core, we introduced layer **ConUpSPI** between the two layers above. It reifies the
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10. ConUp implements tranquility by simply restricting the consistency scope of each transaction to the transaction itself and its direct sub-transactions.
aforementioned extensions to SCA as a set of service provider interfaces. In principle any component framework that implements these interfaces can use ConUP to perform dynamic updates.

7.2 Declaration of Transactions

The algorithm described in Section 5 assumes that the host component of each transaction $T$ knows $f(T)$ and $p(T)$. While $p(T)$ can easily be recorded when sub-transactions terminate, $f(T)$ must properly be computed at runtime. Our approach is flexible and $f(T)$ can be conservatively estimated. If no information about dynamic dependencies is available, our approach degenerates into something similar to the quiescence-based one.

ConUP requires that (local) transactions be explicitly declared. Currently ConUP supports Java as implementation language for SCA components and supplies a special-purpose annotation @ConupTx to mark the public methods that correspond to transactions. However, one can also implement a mechanism that exploits external configuration files to designate transaction boundaries automatically. Such a mechanism would be completely non-intrusive and also applicable to legacy systems.

We have then developed a fully automated solution for the estimation of $f(T)$ based on basic control-flow analysis. Given a particular node $n$ of the control flow graph of transaction $T$ on component $c_1$, the static edge $se$, which connects $c_1$ and $c_2$, is kept in $f(T)$, iff $c_2$ is reachable from $n$, that is, $T$ will use $c_2$ in the future. The implementation of this idea is based on byte-code level control-flow analysis and load-time instrumentation, and the runtime overhead is well controlled. Interested readers can refer to [23] for a detailed presentation.

All the experiments presented in the next section exploit this solution. Obtained results indicate that even this straightforward estimation is sufficient to witness significant efficiency improvements over the quiescence-based solution.

8 Evaluation

This section summarizes the experiments we conducted to evaluate the timeliness and degree of disruption of our approach and of its companion implementation ConUp.

In previous work [4], we used simulation to evaluate the timeliness and disruption of our approach for a wide set of randomly generated CBDSs that varied in the number of components, service time, and network latency. The results show that dynamic updates based on version consistency are on average 20 percent more timely and 50 percent less disruptive than those based on quiescence. In this paper, we use travel sample, an existing SCA-based application to show how our approach and ConUP can be effective in practice. We also applied the approach based on tranquility on this application, but found that, unlike the approaches based on quiescence and version consistency, it cannot always guarantee consistency: the possibility of being inconsistent varies between 5 and 10 percent and depends on the workload. This is why we decided not to consider this approach in our evaluation. On the other hand, when the tranquility-based solution is known to be sufficient, one should use it, maybe through ConUP.

8.1 Travel Sample

This application is a travel booking web system released with the Tuscany runtime. We extended the original application and tested the dynamic update of a few components. We used ConUP to apply version consistency-, quiescence-, and tranquility-based updates.

Fig. 14 shows the static configuration of the system, which consists of fourteen SCA components. Users send requests to Coordination to search for travel offers, to book the desired travel combination, to add it to the cart, and to conclude with the payment. A travel offer is constructed as a combination of different third-party services managed by separate components: HotelPartner, FlightPartner, CarPartner, and TripPartner are in charge of interacting with the third-party services devoted to deal with hotels, flights, cars and trips, respectively. Component TravelCatalog returns a list of available combinations of the different services and interacts with CurrencyConverter if the resulting offers require currency conversions. Component TripBooking manages the booking of the desired offer and interacts with ShoppingCart and with the single providers for confirmation. When the travel offer is booked, ShoppingCart adds it to the CartStore and proceeds with Payment (the scenario is shown in Fig. 15).

A number of possible updates may happen at run-time: (i) HotelPartner, FlightPartner, CarPartner, and TripPartner may be dynamically reconfigured to substitute the services they offer or to include new ones; (ii) CurrencyConverter could be changed to support more currencies or to change the frequency for checking the conversion rates; (iii) Payment and CreditCard could be changed to introduce new security countermeasures or to support different payment services. Even with these simple scenarios, improper

11. The original implementation of the application can be found at: http://tuscany.apache.org/sca-java-travel-sample-1x-releases.html
dynamic updates may lead to inconsistencies. As an example, after finding a car to rent, this would not be available anymore if the CarPartner were updated, or if the currency conversion were not valid anymore before the actual payment.

8.2 Experimental Results

The experiments we carried out were based on the following setting. The 14 components of the application were deployed on seven nodes as shown in Fig. 14. Each node was a virtual machine configured with a dual-core 2.66 GHz CPU and 4 GB of memory, and the network was a virtualized Gigabit ethernet. The underlying software environment was Ubuntu 12.04 (64 bit) with JDK 1.7.0_05.

Our first goal was a comparison between quiescence- and version consistency-based updates in terms of timeliness and disruption. We implemented quiescence on top of ConUr by recursively passivating all the components that statically depend on the ones-to-update. ConUr can also simulate tranquility by restricting the scope of consistency for each transaction to itself and its direct sub-transactions. However, the tranquility-based solution is not included in the comparison because the example application is beyond its scope. For example, the use of a tranquility-based solution for the dynamic update of TripPartner would allow one to book trips that do not exist anymore or that have become more expensive.

We ran the application with different workloads by generating requests to Coordination. Requests arrived according to a Poisson process whose inter-arrival times satisfy an exponential distribution. To simulate the typical delays associated with the invocation of external services, we introduced a 200 ms delay for the search methods of HotelPartner, FlightPartner, CarPartner and TripPartner, and a 2,000 ms delay for method makePaymentMember of Payment.12

The timeliness of dynamic updates is measured as the timespan between receiving a request for update and its actual completion. If the dynamic update of a component happens while a transaction is running, that transaction is said to be affected by the update. The total disruption is then the sum of the delays caused by affected transactions with respect to the response time of the same transactions without update. Finally, the average disruption is the total disruption divided by the number of affected transactions.

The results presented in this paper are for the update of two representative components, CurrencyConverter and TripPartner. Fig. 15 shows that component CurrencyConverter was only used once (although within a loop) in the same distributed transaction, and the prediction it would have not been used anymore can be done at a very early stage because CurrencyConverter is only used by TravelCatalog, which is only used by Coordination, and Coordination finishes its use of TravelCatalog early. Thus the dynamic dependency between TravelCatalog and CurrencyConverter only held for a limited amount of time with respect to the total duration of the distributed transaction. This is why, intuitively, our approach was significantly more efficient than the quiescence-based one in this case.

12. We use fixed values instead of randomized delays to ease the measurement of the disruption caused by dynamic updates.
TripPartner, instead, was used multiple times by different components and the prediction had to be very conservative because of the iterative logic of TripBooking. This is more challenging for our approach.

The experiments also aimed to analyze the impact of the different strategies for achieving freeness on the timeliness and disruption of the actual update. Especially, we wanted to see when WF (simply based on waiting) can be applied and when we must use CV (concurrent versions) or BF (blocking components).

### 8.2.1 Disruption and Timeliness

Fig. 16 plots the response times of root transactions continuously initiated before, during, and after the dynamic update of a component. Normal refers to the execution of transactions without any attempt to update components and provides the baseline for evaluation. These experiments—one for CurrencyConverter and one for TripPartner—issued requests at a rate following an exponential distribution with a mean request interval of 150 ms. The request for update was issued exactly at time 15 s, which resulted in some significant delays in some cases (the spikes in the figure). Note that the x-axes identify the time points when the corresponding requests were initiated, not when responded. This means that a request initiated at time 14 s could be served by the system at time 15 s, then it could be affected by the dynamic update and its response be higher than usual. This higher value would be plotted at time 14 s although the delay actually happened after time 15 s.

When updating CurrencyConverter, the quiescence-based solution caused a delay of up to 3 s to the response time of affected transactions, while version consistency only introduced a negligible disruption, no matter the strategy used for achieving freeness. When updating TripPartner, the quiescence-based solution behaved similarly as above, but version consistency exhibited different delays with respect to the different strategies for achieving freeness. BF caused delays of up to 2 s to affected transactions, while CV was much better as it only caused delays shorter than 500 ms. WF could not achieve freeness within 30 s, thus no update happened, and the only registered overhead was the one consumed to maintain the dynamic dependencies.

These diagrams intuitively show that version consistency performs better than the quiescence-based solution, and the gain is more significant when CV is used. It also shows that the overhead introduced by version consistency is negligible before and after the update. This is due to the fact that the dynamic dependencies are set on-demand and they are only maintained while the component is updated.

We then conducted additional experiments with a mean inter-arrival time between 100 ms and 1,500 ms. Fig. 17 shows the timeliness of the aforementioned dynamic updates under different levels of workload. The data are averages over 10 runs. Again, when updating CurrencyConverter, version consistency is much more timely than the quiescence-based solution, but its advantage is less significant when updating TripPartner. Note that in the latter case, the adoption of WF makes the update not finish within 30 s for root transaction request intervals shorter than 500 ms. This is why we decided to omit this series of columns from the diagrams that refer to the update of TripPartner with WF.

This result is explained by the high sensitivity of WF for high workloads. More running transactions mean fewer opportunities for a spontaneous achievement of freeness. Given these results, we recommend that CV be adopted; BF could be a good alternative if the concurrent
presence of multiple versions of the same component is not feasible. The adoption of WF is only suggested when the workload is light.

Finally, Figs. 18 and 19 show the total and average disruptions, respectively. Also in this case, the data are averages over 10 runs. The results show that CV, BF, and WF considerably reduce the average level of disruption with respect to the quiescence-based solution for the dynamic update of both CurrencyConverter and TripPartner. Among the three proposed strategies, BF is more disruptive since new transactions are blocked to ensure freeness. When CV or WF are used, our approach only introduces negligible disruption, which is due to the overhead of the on-demand set up and to the maintenance of configurations.

8.2.2 Costs of Our Approach

The advantages of our approach do not come for free. Compared to “pure” Tuscany, ConUp pays extra costs for: (1) analyzing and instrumenting the byte code of components at load-time; (2) executing the code generated by the analysis at runtime; (3) managing the lifecycle of transactions and propagating root transaction ids among transactions; (4) setting up dynamic dependencies on-demand; (5) managing dynamic dependencies after on-demand setup and before update; and (6) achieving freeness through strategies BF, CV or WF.

The first cost is small and one-off. For the example application, the time for the analysis and instrumentation of each component varies from 20 to 80 ms.

To evaluate the second and third costs, we ran the travel sample application on “pure” Tuscany and on ConUp respectively. Table 2 shows the response times of the application running on the two platforms with different request intervals (Req. Intvl). The data are averages of 200 root transactions. The result indicates that the overhead is only 1-2 percent, and thus is negligible.

The remaining costs have already been described in terms of disruption in Section 8.2.1. Here we further analyze them in terms of number of management messages used to ensure the consistency of dynamic updates.

The quiescence-based approach only needs 6 and 12 messages to update CurrencyConverter and TripPartner, respectively. Version consistency may need many more messages to setup and manage dynamic dependencies. Table 3 lists the number of affected root transactions (Tx) and the corresponding number of required messages (Msgs) using strategies BF, WF and CV, respectively. The data are averages over 10 runs. ‘N/A’ in the table means that freeness was not achieved within 30 s.

Since in our example application each root transaction causes the execution of 48 sub-transactions, and each of them requires at least two messages, our approach only
adds a small fraction (i.e., \(\frac{\#\text{msgs}}{\#H\times W\times 2}\), which is less than 13.6 percent) to the total number of messages exchanged during a dynamic update.

However, we also observed rare cases in which actual costs are higher and vanish the benefits of our approach. This happens when many components depend on the same component, the workload is high, and strategy BF is used. For example, if we considered HotelPartner, and request intervals of 100 and 150 ms, our approach, with strategy BF, performs 20-30 percent worse than the quiescence-based one in terms of average disruption. Compared with the result of TripPartner shown in Fig. 19, one may conclude that this is due to the only essential difference between the two components: as shown in the configuration of Fig. 14, HotelPartner is deployed together with two other similar components on node E, and thus it becomes more sensitive to high workloads than TripPartner, which is alone on node F. In contrast, the use of strategy CV would outperform the quiescence-based solution.

9 RELATED WORK

The dynamic update of running applications has been extensively studied in different areas like programming languages [11], [24], [25], [26], operating systems [27], [28], [29], and software engineering [30], [31]. A common theme of these works is the selection of proper time points when the state of the system is steady and ready for applying a user-specified state transformation. The result is a new valid state from which the system is able to continue its execution. Since generally the validity of the resulting state is undecidable [11], most research efforts focus on: (a) human-assisted identification of proper time points and state transformers, by providing necessary analysis tools and runtime libraries, and (b) improving the timeliness of updates by automatically deriving further safe time points from those specified by the user.

Instead of switching from the old to the new version of the application, some researchers proposed intermediate versions to smooth the adaptation process. For example, Zhang and Cheng [2] propose a model-based approach for the development of adaptive software. The behaviors of the different versions of an application are modeled by different state machines, and the adaptation behavior is rendered through states/transitions that connect them. Biyani and Kulkarni [32] use adaptation lattices to model transition paths from old to new programs, and introduce the concept of transitional-invariant lattice to verify the correctness of adaptation. Boyer et al. [33] propose a reconfiguration protocol that incrementally modifies the architecture of the system towards the new target one and respects architecture invariants at each step of the process.

As for CBDSs, it is possible to avoid the direct manipulation of application-specific states of components and to maintain a clear separation of concerns between reconfiguration management and application logic. The focus is often on identifying suitable conditions (abstract states) under which components can be safely manipulated. The concept of quiescence by Kramer and Magee [1] is a prominent early work, but it may impose too high disruption on system service. Subsequently, the dynamic reconfiguration service for CORBA by Bidan et al. [5], the proposal by Chen [6], and the idea of tranquillity by Vandevouet et al. [3] reduce disruption by considering dynamic dependencies, but they only guarantee some local consistency properties or impose stringent restrictions on the systems on which the approaches can be applied.

Wojciechowski et al. [34], [35] study dynamic protocol update (DPU) for distributed systems. In DPU the subject to be updated at runtime is a horizontal layer of a protocol stack that is installed on every node of the system. The goal is to ensure a correct order of message delivery despite the dynamic update. This work is complementary to ours in the sense that we consider the update of a single entire node (component), which is a vertical slice of the system.

It is also widely recognized that the dynamic adaptation of software systems should be modeled, analyzed, and managed at architectural level [36], [37]. Architectural models provide abstract global views of systems and explicitly specify system-level integrity constraints that must be preserved by reconfiguration. However, these models do not usually provide information about the dynamic dependencies needed to perform safe and low-disruptive runtime reconfigurations. There are few formal models that cover both local computations and architectural reconfigurations. For example, Wermelinger et al. [38] propose a category theory-based approach for the uniform modeling of the computations performed by components and their architectural configurations, and Taentzer et al. [18] propose the use of distributed graph transformation systems to model configurable distributed systems. Compared to these proposals, our approach strikes a better balance in separating dynamic reconfiguration from computation and allows for safe but efficient dynamic reconfigurations. This is due to the use of future and past edges as simple (but powerful) abstraction of the dynamic dependencies between components.

As the name suggests, our version consistency criterion is inspired by the work on transactional version consistency by Neamtiu et al. [39]. This work focuses on the dynamic update of centralized programs at code level, and its notion of transaction is a user-specified scope in the code. Their approach ensures that the execution of the code in the scope comply with the same, single version, no matter when the update happens. This approach relies on static program analysis and cannot be used in a distributed setting.

Modern application servers such as Tomcat and JBoss often provide hot deployment capabilities. A component can be updated to a new version without restarting the server. Especially, FraSCATi [40] is a recent SCA implementation with enhanced dynamic reconfiguration support and runtime management features. However, these servers do not manage the dynamic dependencies between components and thus cannot ensure the global consistency of applications in the presence of dynamic updates.

Canavera et al. [41] propose an interesting approach to obtain dependencies between components by mining system execution logs. This approach can be used when the logs are available. Differently from this approach, ConUP derives dependencies automatically from the byte code of components and always ensures consistency.
10 Conclusions

The dynamic update of system components is widely desired, but its practical application is still limited. This is partly because of the complexity of balancing the consistency of changes with the disruption of provided service. The use of version consistency as criterion for the safe dynamic update of distributed component-based systems aims to alleviate the problem. The approach does not compromise the correctness of distributed transactions, but it allows for better timeliness and lower disruption than previous approaches. CoSUp provides the prototypical component framework to apply version consistency on real systems, and to conduct experiments with other approaches. An evaluation of the proposed approach witnesses its merits. The evaluation presented in the paper only compares our approach against the one based on quiescence. We do not report the results we obtained with the tranquility-based approach since, in our example, it is not able to guarantee consistent updates in some 5-10 percent of the cases we analyzed.

We believe that the approach proposed in this paper can be further extended. For example, the current solution uses a pessimistic tactic for avoiding inconsistency, but a more optimistic one could be more efficient and lightweight, especially when the underlying middleware platform already provides some recovery mechanisms, like rollback and compensation capabilities. These optimizations, along with the extension to the update of sets of components atomically will be the target of our future work.
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